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 Cognition and Learning Phase 5 formal bridging level +                                                                                            (Matrix 1.1) 

1 can apply experience and prior knowledge to new situations / learning  

2 confidently identifies properties of objects and materials and can compare to something similar  

3 makes fairly accurate estimates  (e.g. how many people in the room without counting) 

4 is able to make subtle comparisons (e.g. slightly longer/shorter, rougher/ smoother, tired/ wide-awake)  

5 understands and uses quantities to 50 in functional situations  

6 uses simple forms of data representation (e.g. a bar chart)  

7 continues patterns or sequences of 4 steps 

8 reads high frequency (irregular) words with fluency (‘next 200’) 

9 writes high frequency  words with accuracy and fluency (handwriting or ICT) (‘first 100’) 

10 can write simple sentences (by hand or using ICT) which are accurate enough to be read by a third party 

11 uses contextual cues to help identify meaning of text (e.g. can read a complex unfamiliar text about food because of recognition it is a menu) 

12 recognises a wide range of weather conditions and how to adapt to them (e.g. walking slowly on slippery ground) 

13 can make a journal of past events and outings (e.g. draws/ collects souvenirs/ prints photos) and discusses these with an adult 

14 discusses completed activities evaluatively with confidence and without prompting 

15 leads familiar small group activity without support from adult (e.g. regularly performing a task with responsibility) 

16 can identify and discuss similarities and differences between objects, people and events  

17 can notice and discuss similarities in a range of contexts (e.g. holidays across the world) 

18 can distinguish between fact and fiction in books / articles / documentaries 

19 can distinguish between reality and fantasy in own life 

20 understands the implications of not being truthful 

  

  

 Communication and Interaction Phase 5 formal bridging level +                                                                      (Matrix 2.1/.2) 
1 is able to confidently communicate verbally (if possible) and be able to listen and respond to verbally presented information 

2 follows age-appropriate requests with little need for repetition and/or visual support 

3 communicates with confidence with familiar and unfamiliar adults and peers 

4 holds extended conversation with familiar adults asking and answering questions 

5 introduces, maintains and changes topic appropriately in communication with others without interrupting  

6 ably repairs breakdowns in communication (e.g. by using different words to express same meaning) 

7 adjusts communication well for different listeners (e.g. differentiates between staff and peer) 
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8 participates in group discussions without adult support (listens to others’ opinions / interjects appropriately) 

9 is confident with using more complex communication (e.g. describing, questioning, commenting) 

10 is able to make running commentary showing rationale on own actions when problem-solving 

11 participates in humour and generates humorous comments of own 

12 asks and answers appropriate questions (e.g. knows not to ask overly personal questions) 

13 understands what sensory regulation is and uses strategies without adult prompting 

14 discriminates relevant from irrelevant stimuli and acts upon it (e.g. can filter out noise / can block out sunshine in eyes) 

15 tolerates other peoples’ behaviour e.g. when they are too loud 

16 anticipates new situations and is able to tolerate a new experience without undue stress 

17 can rationalise about his or her responses to changes and work out strategies to help deal with these 

18 changes own routines to suit own needs or changed circumstances (e.g. deciding where to keep new item of equipment) independently 

  

 

 

  

 Social, Emotional and Mental Health Phase 5 formal bridging level +                                                                      (Matrix 3) 

1 is able to talk appropriately about feelings and emotions (and events giving rise to strong emotions) and understands the need to self-regulate  

2 uses taught strategies to deal with frustration to self-regulate 

3 is aware of dangerous behaviours and can apply knowledge to self 

4 knows what right and wrong means, and understands their own impact on others 

5 can adapt style to the social situation, differentiating between familiar and unfamiliar adults and peers 

6 can contribute towards a team and understands turn-taking 

7 knows when and how to help another pupil 

8 can give praise appropriately 

9 is supportive and considerate to friends / peers 

10 makes and maintains friendships without support 

11 understands and can take part in role-play 

12 understands rules of games (e.g. skittles, simple board games, catch) and can play them without support 
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 Sensory and Physical Phase 5 formal bridging level  +                                                                                                  (Matrix 4) 
1 is able to independently use any physical or sensory aids including daily maintenance where appropriate 

2 can describe/remember familiar sights/sounds/other stimuli out of context  

3 safely explores new environments without assistance or by asking appropriately for directions 

4 can produce own maps of environment or use one to plan outdoor route 

5 can make and use maps of key community areas (e.g. garden centre grounds / key shops in shopping mall) and uses these to plan journeys 

  

 

 Preparation for Adulthood Phase 5 formal bridging level +                                                                      (Matrix 3) 

1 understands the worth of money and the relative cost of things (e.g. that a computer is worth more than a computer game) 

2 can record own first and last name from memory and write birth date and understands its use on a form 

3 uses writing or typing for range of functional purposes (e.g. labelling / writing message / making shopping list) 

4 sets events in time context over their lifetime (e.g. in the future, when I was a baby)  

5 uses timetables regularly and independently as source of information  

6 completes monthly and yearly calendars independently, accessing sources of information (e.g. looking on the internet/computer for a date) 

7 can conceptualise own future life, considering future education / jobs / living accommodation 

8 can identify skills needed for a range of jobs 

9 can tell the time (to o’clock / quarter past / half past / or digital)  

10 can describe similarities and differences between forms of transport (e.g. public buses and trains stop at set points only / planes fly from airports) and 
has good sense of when types of transport are appropriate (e.g. you don’t fly to school or walk to your holiday) 

11 can plan a trip (e.g. uses the internet to find out sources of transport)  

12 travels short familiar outdoor routes, recognising landmarks by self if possible 

13 can use a range of community facilities with independence (age-appropriate) and knows their purpose (e.g. college, shops, public library, café)  

14 with little support identifies and discusses key aspects of own and other cultures (e.g. festivals, clothing, food) 

15 shows good awareness of safety and danger in range of everyday settings including online safety (e.g. online grooming) 

16 safely uses tools independently (e.g. in life-skills lessons / food technology / art and design tech)  

17 recognises a wide range of weather conditions and how to adapt to them (e.g. walking slowly on slippery ground) 

18 is independent in all self-care routines 

19 Understands what a healthy lifestyle is 

20 makes free choices and communicates them clearly and appropriately 
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